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There are many of us who dream of selling most our stuff, quitting our jobs, and running aside to
Paradise. This is a story about one couple who made that wish come true. The author shares what it feels
like to experience ultimate independence, and outlines the actions they took to get there. Tropical music
has a role as well. Read how music motivated them to perform their plan. The story contains tales from
their travels, social commentary on the condition of today's American culture, and a straightforward
financial plan that will benefit anyone, regardless of their future goals. Through the entire narrative the
reader is certainly treated to dolphins and manatees, pelicans and osprey, blue skies, blue water and white
sand seashores. Follow along because they transform from everyday working drones to carefree boat
bums and beachcombers. This reserve can make you rethink how you appear at life, and money.
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What you will NOT get out of this book are possibly the most important things! A good but too short
read. Yes simply because other reviewers possess commented, it needs some editing that could
conveniently have already been done, but that doesn't bug me too much. It is short, but it has an
component of inspiration that many of us have to get off our booties and go sailing! That's the good part,
and unlike some reviewers, I don't treatment who motivated him to get out of debt. We do the easy travel
with seasoned rigs all paid for.. It's His publication about HIS perspective. When I wish to read about
adventure at sea, give me a female sailing solo around the world, not really some white, middle-aged,
middle class, conspiracy theorist.What you would not find listed below are answers to some of the most
important queries. Are they living off savings or income from investments? Do they have medical health
insurance? And his boating. If the latter, are they not really spending taxes legally? If no, what is their
expectation in the event of health problems? This reserve does that well from the perspective of 1 man
hoping to inspire you to do the same in case you are also tired of the struggle. Without these answers, a
few very important queries are still left unanswered for the armchair sailor thinking about producing the
leap. Sell everything. He helps it be pretty clear that he and his wife made a decision to cut back to be
able to buy an enormous boat and relax. And he discusses how wonderful it really is to have the ability to
jump in his dinghy to go to "happy hour" and go out on secluded beaches while reading books. Obviously
he hasn't learned how to write a reserve after reading therefore many. I managed to browse it to the end
hoping it would progress but wham! there's a chapter had been all he does is usually complain about how
screwed up the world is normally and escaping to a secluded cove is certainly where everyone is going.
The book turns into monotonous after Chapter 12, you can probably stop there, if you don't want to
discover what the make and model of 1/2 million dollar yacht they bought and the struggles of living on
it.We thought the book would be a lesson on how best to move to a boat regular but instead it had been a
boring sermon in what is incorrect with the world and how he escaped it. Inspirational .. Drink. but is
normally repetitive and lacks delivery of practical knowledge If you're looking for a book to provide you
with some inspiration to make a major modification in your life, you may want to read this one .. Sad,
that. although, when I finished the book I experienced rather sorry for the article writer. He is certainly a
drunk. References to usage of alcoholic beverages permeates most every brief chapter in this reserve.
Alcohol rules his globe and his major joy in life appears to be a non-stop happy hour on inexpensive
alcohol.. Anyway, if you are a person looking for practical information had a need to make a leap from
quitting your job to seriously living on a quality vessel that travels the world, this is certainly not it. If you
are looking to quit a job to go on a patchwork of a boat that seldom moves because you're trying to live
on 15k a 12 months, this can be a great read. It is rather repetitive. Drink. Get out of debt. Last but not
least: Drink. Leap far away from this book It starts out good, but eventually becomes the same kind of
story, over and over and again and again.. Buy a cheap boat. Drink. Live on 15k a calendar year. Drink
some more. Ugh. That all said, I kinda loved it. Even if you agree with Ed that the only problems with this
nation are due to Democrats and their Hollywood-poisoned, welfare-loving constituents, you can still skip
this section. I will utilize the thoughts to keep us safe and content.. I also don't feeling or value his
political bent.. Apparently the writer did that and he describes how. This book is supposed to be an
inspiration to stop the rat race and live a live of leisure on a boat in Florida.to a spot. The first few
chapters were good, however when he gets all Alex Jones/Infowars political blast of consciousness I got
irritated. If they are draining their capital, how much is normally that life style costing? Thanks Start here
It's just the good stuff. As though this brief cruise of just a couple hundred miles, not even leaving the
condition, in a power boat, was some epic trip.His laziness also shows in his writing. The fact is that is
essentially a 30 page publication that retains repeating itself on how great life is giving everything up,
shifting a boat, spending your days sitting on the beach or angling, and drinking beer viewing sunsets.
That, and throwing in some inspirational estimates from others to fill up a hundred plus pages is actually



the essence of the book. The tale you tell is a great reminder of how lucky we are. There are better live-
aboard books away there. Rants such as this are a strange point to discover in a book focused on a
nonconformist way of living which really is a lot closer to libertarian and communal living ideals. The
difficulty is usually he comes off just like a lazy beach bum (not necessarily a bad thing) nonetheless it
shows in his writing. Good read I enjoyed it enough to get another by Ed. Also, how hard is it to get a
couple of people with a decent command of the English vocabulary to check for grammar and spelling
errors before your book is published? Reduce. This book is effective Great tale! quit your job, drop away
of commercialism, and enjoy nature (Ed’s version of nature can be on a boat in south Florida). These are
personal, but important questions for someone attempting to emulate their way of life. You won’t find a
lot of boat jargon or useful tips, but a genuine reflection on what Ed did it, and we remember stories a lot
more than facts anyway. It’s worth reading if that is your aspiration, but stop after chapter 19. Chapter 20
is merely a compilation of every rant you’ve got forwarded for you in those garbage email messages
about how America is failing because of meals stamps, Snooki, and folks not pulling their jeans up
(described twice). He's performing his thing. Pass. If you prevent before this chapter, you’ll benefit from
the book much more. The rest is just a summary of everything you already read. Great story! Worth
reading, but visit chapter 19 Most books like this have a common theme; This book is helpful, basic and
to the idea. Inspirational.. made you want to take the "Leap of Faith" now! Almost there I enjoyed the
tale. He did it and lets you know how. Rent the homestead to place some away then trailer the sailboat for
many summer months then draw the travel trailer for warmer winters.Don’t misunderstand me, I’m not
knocking the approach to life and I’ll hands it to the writer for making the leap of faith but I feel a little bit
taken by assisting to support his lazy composing by buying this book. God bless him. He lives on a
trawler, (not a sailboat) and the only trip he’s available is once down to the Keys from Punta Gorda in the
30 months of his new way of life that he writes about. Good advise on ways to get there financially then
just what you need to get inspired. Five Stars Great book Four Stars Good, great tips. Dude is on a
trawler, barely sails a few hundred miles, and helps it be out to become some big, epic adventure. I'd have
prefer to read more about this dollar amounts. One Star Very low quality book
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